Abstract-In this paper, an analytical performance study is carried out for cognitive radio (CR) systems with the intent of comparing the two most popular CR designs, namely the interweaved and underlay setups. The comparison is carried out on an equal footing, by measuring the achievable ergodic capacity for secondary communication, under a common constraint on primary user's (PU) communication disturbance. Closed form expressions for the outage probability at the PU as well as expressions for the ergodic capacity of the secondary user (SU) are derived, as a function of key system parameters, under a rate-optimal sensing protocol for the interweaved scenario, and a standard power control policy for the underlay setting. The analysis reveals the regimes (in terms of primary activity, interference tolerance levels at the PU) where the interweaved design outperforms the underlay one and reciprocally.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) have recently emerged as a novel, promising technology which aims to tackle the problem of spectrum scarcity and thus, to enhance spectral efficiency via enabling better utilization of the currently underutilized radio spectrum [1] , [2] . So far, two of the most popular approaches for CRN design have been proposed: (i) underlay (or spectrum sharing) CRNs, where a primary service provider allows the concurrent use of its spectral resources by an unlicensed secondary system, provided that the harmful interference generated by the secondary transmitter will not overcome a specified maximum tolerated level and (ii) interweaved (or opportunistic) CRNs, in which the secondary network (either the transmitter or the receiver) senses the frequency spectrum and utilizes the channels when they are not occupied by primary transmissions.
To the best of our knowledge, little attempt has been made to compare such designs on an equal footing, and even less so on an analytical basis. Indeed, the philosophies behind each alternative seem irreconcilable at first glance: the underlay approach being typically reserved for applications with little or no quality of service (QoS) guarantees at the legacy (primary) network, while the interweaved design is expected to offer a near-zero disturbance at the PU hence offers hard QoS guarantees, or so it seems.
Upon closer examination, it is well known that the QoS offered at the PU in an interweaved scenario is only as good as the sensing capability at the secondary nodes. Sensing imperfections due to channel fading, shadowing, or noise give rise to miss-detection events, which, in turn, potentially lead to outage events at the PU due to the creation of unintentional interference towards it [3] . Conversely, although an over-conservative sensing design would make sure near zero interference is generated at the PU, it would also lead to an over-spending of secondary communication resources towards sensing resulting to a degraded rate at the secondary receiver. Hence, an interesting trade-off emerges between outage events at the PU and average (ergodic) rate performance at the SU. Interestingly, an underlay radio network can also be evaluated under the prism of this very same trade-off. In the underlay case, the power control policy at the secondary transmitter replaces sensing as the protocol capable of striking various points in the (PU outage, SU rate) region.
This observation motivates us to compare the performance of the interweaved and underlay CRN approaches under a common figure of merit. More specifically, we are interested in comparing the two CRN approaches in terms of the achievable SU ergodic rate subject to a common constraint on the PU outage probability.
Some interesting prior work is worth mentioning in this context. In [4] , the throughput potential of different CR techniques has been investigated from an information theoretical point of view, however no expressions describing the ergodic capacity of the SU or the outage probability of the primary system are given considering a fading environment. Moreover, in [5] , although expressions for the instantaneous rate of the SU are given, the rather unrealistic assumption of perfect spectrum sensing is adopted. Furthermore, in [6] , [7] and [8] new spectrum sharing models are proposed, either mixed ones or variants of the interweaved model, though no straightforward performance comparison of the two mentioned CRN approaches is provided. On the other hand, works such as [9] - [14] emphasize on the derivation of either approximations or closed form expressions for the ergodic capacity of SU as well as for the outage probability of the primary system. Yet, no comparison between interweaved and underlay CRN approaches is illustrated in these works.
In this paper, both the interweaved and underlay CRN approaches are investigated with respect to a SISO network and compared with reference to the ergodic capacity of the SU for a target, common PU outage probability as well as for various primary communication activity profiles. More concretely, our contributions are the following:
• Closed form expressions for the outage probability of primary communication, regarding both interweaved and underlay approaches, are derived.
• Expressions for the ergodic capacity of the SU are derived with respect to both CRN approaches.
• The generic design parameters of each approach corresponding to a target PU outage probability are optimized with the aim of comparing the optimal throughput behavior of the two examined approaches.
• We finally compare the optimal SU ergodic throughput of the two CRN approaches under a target PU outage level for various primary communication activity profiles. An outage event is declared when the rate at the PU falls below a given threshold (whether due to interference or not). It is observed that the performance comparison results are related to the activity profile of primary communication. Throughout the paper, the following notations are adopted: P(A) denotes the probability of event A and E{·} symbolizes the expectation operator. For a scalar random variable X, X ∼ CN(μ, σ 2 ) denotes that X follows a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) distribution with mean μ and variance σ 2 . Also, E 1 (·) represents the exponential integral function, which is defined in [15, 5. II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL The system under investigation, which is illustrated in Fig.  1 consists of a SISO primary system, comprising of a base station (BS), BS p , as well as its assigned PU, U p .
Focusing on downlink communication, the primary system is willing to share its resources with a SISO secondary system consisting of a BS, BS s , along with its assigned SU, U s . It is assumed that channels h ij , i,j ∈ {p, s} between BS i and user U j as well as channel h 00 between BS p and BS s are Rayleigh fading ones, i.e., h ij ∼ CN(0, σ 2 ij ) i, j ∈ {p, s} and h 00 ∼ CN(0, σ 2 00 ). Moreover, in the rest of the paper, channel power gains |h ij | 2 , i, j ∈ {p, s} and |h 00 | 2 will be denoted by γ ij and γ 00 , respectively. In the following two sections, closed form expressions for the outage probability of PU as well as expressions for the achievable ergodic capacity of SU will be derived for both CRN approaches.
III. INTERWEAVED APPROACH

A. General model for interweaved CRNs
Focusing on the interweaved approach, as Fig. 2 shows, each medium access control (MAC) frame has a duration of T time units and consists of a slot dedicated to spectrum sensing which lasts for τ < T time units. The rest of the frame is dedicated to data transmission. Moreover, during each sensing phase, BS s receives N = τ f s samples, where f s is the sampling frequency of the received signal. It is also assumed that during the sensing phase, BS s ceases any transmission and all instantaneous channels are fixed within a MAC frame. It should be noted that the spectrum sensing procedure is carried out at the secondary transmitter in order to avoid considering a feedback link from the SU to BS s , merely dedicated to spectrum sensing decision signaling. The binary hypothesis test for spectrum sensing at the n-th, n = 1, 2, . . . , N time instant is expressed as
where the additive noise z[n] is a CSCG, independent, identi- 
Fixing a sensing time, τ , as well as an energy detection threshold, , by applying central limit theorem, one can calculate the false alarm probability, P fa , as well as the corresponding probability of detection, P d , with respect to a specific MAC frame, by applying [16, Proposition 1, Proposition 2]. The above probabilities are then written as
where μ 1 = P p γ 00 + N 0 and σ In pursuance of deriving an average detection probability with reference to fading channel h 00 , we have
However, since the exact form of the above expectation is a complicated function of generic parameters, τ and , which need to be later optimized in terms of maximizing the ergodic throughput for the SU, we choose to apply a bound of this expectation. Detection probability, P d , is a concave function of its argument, thus, by applying Jensen's inequality, an upper bound for the expectation over fading can be extracted. This bound is the following
Regarding the average false alarm probability, it remains the same under any fading channel, for given τ and , since P fa is considered for the case where no primary signal is transmitted, thus
B. Outage probability of primary communication An outage event is declared at the primary system when, given that the primary network is active, the SINR of the PU is below a predefined threshold, ζ 0 . This can occur in two cases: 1. when a missed detection takes place at BS s , potentially resulting to a PU SINR that is less than ζ 0 or 2. when the secondary system has accurately detected the presence of a primary signal and halts transmission, however, the desired signal received at the PU is not strong enough in order for the SINR of PU to overcome threshold ζ 0 . In the following proposition, a closed form expression of PU outage probability is given. Proposition 1. The outage probability of primary communication for an interweaved CRN is given by the following expression
where
sp P s ζ 0 and P s expresses the maximum instantaneous available power at the secondary transmitter.
Proof. A detailed proof is provided in [17] .
C. Ergodic capacity of secondary communication
Using upper bound P d,B , instead of average detection probability P avg d , the ergodic rate of the SU is lower bounded by
With the aim of computing the expectation appearing in the first term of (7) N0B . For the expectation appearing in the second term of (7), as random variables P s γ ss and P p γ ps are exponentially distributed, by making use of [15, 5.1 .28], one obtains
ss ,x 2 = P p σ 2 ps and it is assumed thatx 1 >x 2 or equivalently, σ 2 ss > σ 2 ps for a CRN with P s = P p .
IV. UNDERLAY APPROACH
A. General model for underlay CRNs
In the underlay CRN approach, the primary system allows the reuse of its spectral resources by the newcoming secondary system subject to a constraint considering a maximum tolerated interference power level at the PU, denoted by I. Let P und s be the transmitted power by BS s , which can vary from zero to a maximum instantaneous value, P s . The maximum instantaneous power level is taken to be equal to the maximum instantaneous power level at BS s for the interweaved approach in order to realize a fair comparison from a power consumption perspective. A truncated power transmission policy will be applied in this case. This policy is the following
In the following, a closed form expression for the outage probability of the PU as well as an approximation for the achievable ergodic capacity of SU will be derived, focusing on the underlay approach.
B. Outage probability of primary communication
The primary system is in outage when the instantaneous SINR at the PU is below threshold ζ 0 . In the proposition that follows, a closed form expression of PU outage probability is given.
Proposition 2. The outage probability of primary communication for an underlay CRN is given by 
Proof.
A detailed proof is provided in [17] .
C. Ergodic capacity of secondary communication
Following the power transmission policy described in (10), the expression describing the ergodic rate of the SU will be the one that follows Expectation E{B 1 }, appearing in the first term of (12), is expressed in (13) For the computation of double integral J 1 , appearing in (13), we have, after some mathematical manipulations and by using [15, 5.1 .28]
where 
Expectation E{B 2 }, appearing in the second term of (12), is expressed in (18) . Thus, multiple integrals J 3 and J 4 need to be computed. For integral J 3 we obtain Ps . The latter integral can be computed using integration by parts and exploiting expression [18, 3.352.2] . Then one obtains
(21) As a result, by substituting (21) to (19), and by properly transforming variables x and z, since a closed form expression of the double integral cannot be derived, two dimensional numerical integration can be applied by employing twice, one for each dimension, the well known Laguerre quadrature rules [15, 25.4.45] .
We also need to compute integral J 4 , which is equal to E{A 2 }, thus we obtain
In the following section, suitable criteria for a fair comparison between the two abovementioned CRN approaches will be studied.
V. ENSURING FAIRNESS IN THE COMPARISON OF THE TWO CRN APPROACHES
In this section, the generic design parameters for each of the two CRN approaches will be optimized in the sense of maximizing the ergodic capacity of SU, subject to a QoS outage probability constraint for primary communication.
A. Determining generic parameters of interweaved approach
Focusing on the interweaved approach, the optimization problem that has to be solved is the following
where, concerning the outage probability constraint, bound P d,B is used in (6) . Taking the outage probability constraint of (23), one obtains the following expression that relates parameters and τ .
where m 1 , κ are quantities equal to P p σ 
−α1 α2
respectively, and Q −1 (·) is the inverse of Q-function, which has been already defined. As a result, problem (23) will be expressed as follows
(25) 
With the aim of solving problem (25), the following proposition can be proved.
, which is obtained by substituting the outage probability constraint to the objective function of (25) is concave for τ ∈ [0, T ].
Proof. A detailed proof can be found in [17] .
Capitalizing on proposition 3, problem (25) can be solved by applying a gradient ascent method, which is described in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
Optimize and τ for a given P o 1 Initialization (n = 0). Select a τ 0 ∈ [0, T ] and increase counter by one. 2 For the n-th iteration, compute value τ n as follows
where λ stands for the step of the algorithm. 
B. Determining generic parameters of underlay approach
In the underlay case, the interference temperature, I * , corresponding to the same examined outage level, P o , can be found by setting P 27) and the expression of P und out is given in (11) . As the outage probability of PU is monotonically increasing with I, one can find that there is a single I * ≥ 0 to search for and this can be done by applying Newton's method.
In the following section, the throughput performance of the two examined CRN approaches will be evaluated.
VI. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
With the aim of evaluating the performance of the two examined CRN approaches, extensive Monte Carlo (MC) simulations have been performed in order to confirm the validity of the theoretical expressions derived. More specifically, 5000 MAC frames were simulated. According to the scenario, the SNR levels of the involved channels are σ = 6dB for the link between BS p and BS s . Moreover, we set B = 1Hz, f s = 6MHz, T =100ms and also unit noise variance is assumed. In addition, the SINR level of the PU, below which an outage occurs is set to be ζ 0 = 0dB. In Fig. 3 the ergodic rate of the SU, considering an interweaved CRN, is depicted as a function of the outage probability of the PU and compared with the ergodic rate obtained at the SU when the underlay approach is adopted. Both MC and theoretical curves are depicted. In the examined scenario, the primary system is active with probability P(H 1 )= 0.6. The curves shown demonstrate a clear capacity gain in favour of the interweaved approach for all examined levels of PU outage probability.
In Fig. 4 , the same performance metric is depicted with the only difference lying in the fact that the activity of the primary system is denser (P(H 1 )=0.96). Here, one can observe that the throughput gain in favour of the interweaved CRN approach has been significantly reduced and when the target PU outage probability becomes higher than 2%, the throughput of the underlay CRN approach outperforms the one of the interweaved approach.
Finally, in Fig. 5 , the same metric is depicted as a function of primary system's activity rate when the target PU outage probability is 3%. One can observe that, regardless of the CRN approach followed, the ergodic capacity of SU is a decreasing function of the activity of primary communication, which can be justified because as this activity becomes denser, the average interference (over time) received at SU increases. Additionally, the throughput of the interweaved CRN approach overcomes the one of the underlay approach for primary systems which are active for up to 90% of the time.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the interweaved CRN approach was examined and compared with the underlay CRN approach in terms of the ergodic throughput of the SU for a common PU outage level. Expressions for the ergodic capacity of the SU as well as for the outage probability of primary communication were derived for both approaches and it was numerically shown that the comparison results depend on the activity profile of primary communication. A future extension will also elaborate on the quality of spectrum sensing, by considering systems the transmitters of which are equipped with multiple antennas. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This work was supported by the French national ANR-VERSO funded project LICORNE. Dr. Ropokis was funded by the MIMOCORD project. 1 
